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WARNING FROM FAYE!!!!!!

INTERCESSORS WITH INSIGHT…..WATCH & PRAY!!!!!
DANGEROUS AGENDA OF DEMS MUST BE EXPOSED
BEFORE THE TAKE OVER OF OUR NATION IS
COMPLETE. IS THE INVASION OF OUR NATION
SPEARHEADED BY CORRUPT UNITED NATIONS?
ARE AMERICAN CITIZENS AND TAX PAYERS BEING
HOODWINKED BY LAWMAKERS TO SET UP AMERICA
FOR THE KILL?!!!!! ARE AMERICAN CITIZENS BEING
SABATOGED BY DIGUISED TAKE OVER OF US BY UN?
DEMS DEMANDING OPEN BORDERS AND FUNDING
NATION’S INVASION MUST BE REJECTED BY ALL. IS
THE UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZING AND SUBSIDIZING
THIRD WORLD NATION’S INVADING SOUTHERN
BORDERS? ARE DEMS AND RHINOS COVERING FOR
UN?
Every American who supports the President’s plan
to secure our southern boarder, MUST contact their
state’s Representatives and Senators and declare
YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE PRESIDENT’S Boarder
Security PLAN, today! Support our U S Constitution,
safety and sovereignty.
CALL THE CAPITAL SWITCHBOARD AT: 202-224-3121
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS….LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD.
QUOTE A SCRIPTURE. Ask for Nancy Pelosi or your
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message short and sweet and
Watch Faye!
emphatic! Ask for feedback
from them. Again, you have to
make a separate call for each
SON BROADCASTING
representative too. These are
NETWORK KCHF TV
YOUR CONGRESSMEN AND
Saturdays at 3:00pm MT
THEY ARE ACCOUNTABLE TO
Tuesdays at 12:30am MT
YOU!! You may also leave a
Santa Fe, NM
message for Majority Leader of
the Senate, Mitch McConnell
Kentucky, and Minority Leader, Chuck Schumer,
New York Senator, Majority Leader, Steny Hoyer, of
Maryland; and also the Minority Leader, ( R ) Kevin
McCarthy, of California. THIS IS WHY!!

Urgent warning from Faye!!

FACE THE FACTS: IS The invasion of our country

funded by LAWLESS LAWMAKERS at the behest of
the oversight of the UNITED NATIONS? THE NANCY
PELOSI/ CHUCK SCHUMER/ DEMOCRAT AGENDA,
REFUSING TO CLOSE OUR BORDERS AND not BUILD
A WALL IS DANGEROUS. Below is A PHOTO OF Nancy
Pelosi’s home! “Nancy, tear down that wall!”
Our nation is under siege and the 62 million people
that voted for President Trump MUST SPEAK OUT
AND SPEAK UP. NOW Our borders MUST get a wall and
be secured. NANCY PELOSI HOME: Notice wall!

representative – Ask to leave a message. “Support
the President’s Plan for Boarder Security funding
NOW!” Ask for feed back from each of them. Tell
them to stop all welfare and funding of federal tax
dollars for food stamps, etc for illegals. NOW!
You have to make a call to EACH one. Talk to
them if you are given the opportunity. Make your
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Call Nancy Pelosi and tell her to tear down the
wall around her home. Ask her how many of her
employees are illegal and get federal funding???? Is
America getting hood winked??? Is the United Nations
leading the thousands of invaders to our borders to
overthrow a duly elected sitting President?

Forward this to friends

The thousands of Middle East Muslim Refugees
brought into this nation at the distribution oversight
of the United Nations are costing tax payers billions of
dollars. The thousands of invaders coming across our
Southern border cost billions of tax dollars.
We must put a WATCH over these Lawless Lawmakers.
It seems we have a CORRUPT Department of
Justice serving at the pleasure of the press and the
democrats. Are the Lawless Lawmakers funding
treason with the Robert Mueller /Rob Rosenstein
investigation? There is NO crime to investigate!
Is the investigation spying on American citizens to
enable a removal of our president????? IS this a
deliberate distraction so our nation can be overtaken
by the Corrupt UN/Socialists/Communists/Islamists/?
Why would Lawless Lawmakers fund a $25 million
investigation to create a crime to remove a president
62 million people voted to elect??????

Face the Facts! Dems took over the House not the

WHITE HOUSE. Those elected were elected by a few
thousand liberals in their districts. They were elected
to represent those few thousand people. That is all!
Pres. Trump was elected by 62 million of us. HE IS OUR
PRESIDENT. What are we paying elected members
of congress to do? THEIR JOB! Represent the best
interest of their constituents. That is not happening!
Our government is shut down because the congress
refused to do their job. They have not balanced a
budget in years. They resist, go on television, take
long holidays and vacations. They party with lobbyists
and find excuses to go to islands and hot spots at tax
payer expense. Yet, our highways, bridges and infra
structure has been soooo neglected. What are we
paying them for?
I am organizing those who voted for Donald Trump
to be my friend. Will you be Faye’s Friend???? The
LAWMAKERS AND MEDIA NEED TO HEAR FROM US!

INSIGHTUSA

Shalom,
Faye Hardin
Insightusa.us
Faye.usainsight@gmail.com
I woke up last night at 2 Am.
I relived the assassination of
character of Pres. Trump by
two newly elected members
of Congress. A Muslim woman
from Michigan who cursed
WATCH FAYE ON
our President and threaten to
YOUTUBE
impeach him before she was
ever sworn into the House.
Does she have any idea what her job really is? Rep.
Rashida Tlaib Says Congress Will Impeach ‘MF Trump.
Rep. Rashida Tlaib Calls Trump a “motherf*****”
while Promising Impeachment. The first Muslim
woman elected to Congress didn’t apologize, tweeting
Does she believe the Koran says; “death to the
infidels?” Is she a threat to our President? Should she
be removed from Congress? A few thousand liberals
elected her to represent them in Congress. To attempt
to remove a sitting president with threats and lies is
a crime.

Is Romney Delivering a Thinly Veiled
Assassination Threat to Trump (for the Third Time)?
Mitt Romney, a wolf in sheep’s
clothing. Does lightening ever
strike twice in the same place?
Well, when it comes to the
animosity of Mitt Romney, it
just did. In fact, it has struck
three times. For the third
time in two years, Romney delivered what could
considered to be a thinly veiled assassination threat
to Donald Trump. It is subtle, but it is undeniable and
it has now happened for the third time under very
similar circumstances in just over two years.
George Hinckley
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Romney Rips Trump, Again

Despite the fact that President Trump endorsed the
Senatorial candidacy of Mitt Romney, Romney repaid
this debt to the President with a scathing op-ed in
the Washington Post as well as comments made by
Romney to reporters on the same topic. It was these
comments delivered in front of the Hinckley Institute
back. On our Sat. Briefing and Prayer Call one of
our intercessors brought to light the assignation of
President Trump’s character….A Republican….Mitt
Romney, before he was sworn into the senate.
Mitt Romney’s cousin, John Hinckley tried to
assassinate Ronald Reagan. What Reagan and rump
have in common is they are both Christians. Kelsey
Witt. MITT ROMNEY’S AGENDA: TO GET ELECTE. &
REMOVE PRES. TRUMP FROM OFFICE ????? A few
thousand voted for Romney to represent them in the
senate. We must watch and pray over the democrat,
masquerading as a pro life conservative republican.
Look at his true character and cringe. Full text of Mitt
Romney speech at the Hinckley Institute of Politics.
By KSL.com | Posted Mar 3rd, 2016 @ 10:56am
SALT LAKE CITY — On Thursday, March 3, 2016 former

governor of Massachusetts Mitt Romney addressed
the Hinckley Institute of Politics at the University of
Utah on the state of the 2016 presidential race.

This is a full transcript of the remarks:

“I am not here to announce my candidacy for office. I am not
going to endorse a candidate today. Instead, I would like to offer
my perspective on the nominating process of my party. In 1964,
days before the presidential election which, incidentally, we
lost, Ronald Reagan went on national television and challenged
America saying that it was a “Time for Choosing.”He saw two
paths for America, one that embraced conservative principles
dedicated to lifting people out of poverty and helping create
opportunity for all, and the other, an oppressive government
that would lead America down a darker, less free path. I’m no
Ronald Reagan and this is a different moment but I believe with
all my heart and soul that we face another time for choosing,
one that will have profound consequences for the Republican
Party and more importantly, for the country.

First, the economy: If Donald Trump’s plans were ever

implemented, the country would sink into a prolonged recession.
A few examples: His proposed 35% tariff-like penalties would
instigate a trade war that would raise prices for consumers,
kill export jobs, and lead entrepreneurs and businesses to flee
America. His tax plan, in combination with his refusal to reform
entitlements and to honestly address spending would balloon

the deficit and the national
debt. So even as Donald Trump
has offered very few specific
economic plans, what little he
has said is enough to know
that he would be very bad
Don’t Miss
for American workers and for
Saturday’s Patriotic
American families.
Prayer
But wait, you say, isn’t he a
Conference Call
huge business success that
w/ Faye’s weekly updates for
knows what he’s talking about?
specific intercession.
No he isn’t. His bankruptcies
have crushed small businesses
Every Saturday – 2pm EST
and the men and women who
712.432.0900
worked for them. He inherited
Call Insight (407.265.0700)
his business, he didn’t create
Press 2 for access code
it. And what ever happened
to Trump Airlines? How about
Trump University? And then there’s Trump Magazine and Trump
Vodka and Trump Steaks, and Trump Mortgage? A business
genius he is not.
Now not every policy Donald Trump has floated is bad. He wants
to repeal and replace Obamacare. He wants to bring jobs home
from China and Japan. But his prescriptions to do these things
are flimsy at best. At the last debate, all he could remember
about his healthcare plan was to remove insurance boundaries
between states. Successfully bringing jobs home requires serious
policy and reforms that make America the place businesses
want to plant and grow. You can’t punish business into doing the
things you want. Frankly, the only serious policy proposals that
deal with the broad range of national challenges we confront,
come today from Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, and John Kasich. One of
these men should be our nominee.
I know that some people want the race to be over. They look at
history and say a trend like Mr. Trump’s isn’t going to be stopped.
Perhaps. But the rules of political history have pretty much all
been shredded during this campaign. If the other candidates
can find common ground, I believe we can nominate a person
who can win the general election and who will represent the
values and policies of conservatism. Given the current delegate
selection process, this means that I would vote for Marco Rubio
in Florida, for John Kasich in Ohio, and for Ted Cruz or whichever
one of the other two contenders has the best chance of beating
Mr. Trump in a given state.
Let me turn to national security and the safety of our homes
and loved ones. Trump’s bombast is already alarming our allies
and fueling the enmity of our enemies. Insulting all Muslims will
keep many of them from fully engaging with us in the urgent
fight against ISIS. And for what purpose? Muslim terrorists would
only have to lie about their religion to enter the country. What
he said on “60 Minutes” about Syria and ISIS has to go down as
the most ridiculous and dangerous idea of the campaign season:
Let ISIS take out Assad, he said, and then we can pick up the
remnants. Think about that: Let the most dangerous terror
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organization the world has ever known take over a country? This
is recklessness in the extreme. Donald Trump tells us that he is
very, very smart. I’m afraid that when it comes to foreign policy
he is very, very not smart. I am far from the first to conclude
that Donald Trump lacks the temperament of be president. After
all, this is an individual who mocked a disabled reporter, who
attributed a reporter’s questions to her menstrual cycle, who
mocked a brilliant rival who happened to be a woman due to
her appearance, who bragged about his marital affairs, and who
laces his public speeches with vulgarity. Donald Trump says he
admires Vladimir Putin, while has called George W. Bush a liar.
That is a twisted example of evil trumping good.
Think of Donald Trump’s personal qualities, the bullying, the
greed, the showing off, the misogyny, the absurd third grade
theatrics. We have long referred to him as “The Donald.” He
is the only person in America to whom we have added an
article before his name. It wasn’t because he had attributes we
admired. Now imagine your children and your grandchildren
acting the way he does. Will you welcome that? Haven’t we seen
before what happens when people in prominent positions fail
the basic responsibility of honorable conduct? We have, and it
always injures our families and our country.

Watch how he responds to my speech today. Will he talk

about our policy differences or will he attack me with every
imaginable low road insult? This may tell you what you need to
know about his temperament, his stability, and his suitability
to be president. Trump relishes any poll that reflects what he
thinks of himself. But polls are also saying that he will lose to
Hillary Clinton. There are a number of people who claim that
Mr. Trump is a con man, a fake. There is indeed evidence of that.
Mr. Trump has changed his positions not just over the years, but
over the course of the campaign, and on the Ku Klux Klan, daily
for three days in a row. We will only really know if he is the real
deal or a phony if he releases his tax returns and the tape of
his interview with the New York Times. I predict that there are
more bombshells in his tax returns. I predict that he doesn’t give
much if anything to the disabled and to our veterans. I predict
that he told the New York Times that his immigration talk is just
that: talk. And I predict that despite his promise to do so, first
made over a year ago, he will never ever release his tax returns.
Never. Not the returns under audit, not even the returns that
are no longer being audited. He has too much to hide. Nor will
he authorize the Times to release the tapes. If I’m right, you
will have all the proof you need to know that Donald Trump is a
phony.
Mr. Trump is directing our anger for less than noble purposes. He
creates scapegoats of Muslims and Mexican immigrants, he calls
for the use of torture and for killing the innocent children and
family members of terrorists. He cheers assaults on protesters.
He applauds the prospect of twisting the Constitution to limit
first amendment freedom of the press. This is the very brand
of anger that has led other nations into the abyss. Here’s what
I know. Donald Trump is a phony, a fraud. His promises are as
worthless as a degree from Trump University. He’s playing the
American public for suckers: He gets a free ride to the White

House and all we get is a lousy hat.
His domestic policies would lead to recession. His foreign policies
would make America and the world less safe. He has neither
the temperament nor the judgment to be president. And his
personal qualities would mean that America would cease to be
a shining city on a hill. America has greatness ahead. This is
a time for choosing. God bless us to choose a nominee who will
make that vision a reality.”

SHOULD MITT ROMNEY BE IN THE U S SENATE?
IS HE A THREAT TO THE SAFETY OF PRES.
TRUMP? WILL ANYONE WATCH HIM?

PRAYER POINTS
Matt 18

Verily I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall bind on
earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever ye
shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.
Loose funds for the border security and the WALL.
In Jesus Name. Loose the wind of God over the
Congress and White House leaders. Loose the fire of
God to burn up the corruption and expose corrupt law
makers and fraud at the polls. Loose the spirit of truth
to expose lies and cover up of the media and Congress
that are a threat to our national security and safety
according to the US Constitution. Loose traitors from
positions of authority and give us God fearing men and
women to govern this nation and serve in our courts.
Pray for safety for Pres. Trump and any assassination
attempt will be thwarted before it happens.
Pray for Faye and this ministry to go forward in God.
Pray for all Intercessors with Insight to be healed by
the mighty hand of God. FRC Prayer Targets….Pierre
Bynum…Read aloud all Scriptures.
Having won a majority in the House of
Representatives, the Democrats will control the
House, and the Republicans the Senate. Nancy
Pelosi (D-Calif.) is expected to be elected Speaker
of the House. She will be immediately sworn in,
then the Members-Elect will take the oath of office.
The party leaders will be announced, determined
privately following the November election. The
House officers will be elected, the Senate and
President will be notified, then House Rules and
Procedures will be adopted. The Democrats have
announced major changes to the House Rules. With
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a Democratic majority in the House and a filibuster
override required in contentious Senate votes, it will
be extremely difficult for President Trump to push
through legislation he desires
unless he makes significant
compromises to accommodate
the Democrats in both Houses.
President Trump does have the
power of the veto to stop bills he
cannot accept.
The Chairmen chosen by the
Democrat in November to head
the various committees have
all promised to launch in depth investigations into
President Trump’s affairs to bring charges to impeach
him. While they have decided temporarily to tone
down that threat, there is no reason to believe that
they will not carry it out.
Please pray that God will place his hand upon the 116th
Congress -- that he will restrain it from excess and

guide it to offer constructive bi-partisan legislation
that is in line with his word, which is his will. May
he prevent passage of laws that condone, foster,
promote, or fund what the Bible clearly teaches as
sin. May the fear of God come upon every member
of Congress to make him or her aware of the
consequences of declaring what is good to be evil and
evil good.
As each member of the House and Senate take their
oath of office seriously tomorrow, may they be held
to account by the Holy Spirit and determination of
the God-honoring citizens they serve. May God have
mercy upon our nation over the next two years and
may his superintendence of Congress and all the
branches enable his kingdom purposes and the moral
and spiritual welfare of the American people move
forward during the coming year. May the hostility we
can expect based upon what we have seen for the
past two years be amazingly subdued.
May the expected efforts to further punish believers
for their biblical beliefs be unsuccessful, and may God
be glorified in all things no matter what the future
brings! (2 Kg 19:19; Is 5:20; 11:1-10; Jer 6:16a; Mic
6:8; Rom 12:18; Eph 5:1-17; 1 Ptr 4:11; Jude 7)

1) The Fairness for All Act, now under consideration

by Congress is nothing less than a precursor for much
more of the same at the federal level. This is yet
another Sexual Orientation/
Gender Identity (SOGI) bill to
empower LGBT activists against
Bible-believing Christians, but
with federal power behind
it. The Alliance Defending
Freedom calls it the “Unfairness
for All Act”; 2)Nancy Pelosi
promises to make the Equality
Act among her top priorities in
2019. This is the comprehensive
law which redefines the word “sex,” as used in the
1964 Civil Rights Act and later laws and regulations
intended to deal with sex discrimination offenses
against men or women, to now mean LGBT persons.
Again, it would be used against Christians to punish
them for their biblical beliefs about human sexuality
and marriage; 3) Chai Feldblum, an LGBT activist that
President Obama appointed to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission in 2010, was reappointed
by President Trump to this influential commission.
Feldblum is a major advocate of the “Equality Act,”
but there is resistance to her confirmation in the
Senate; 4) There is so much more, but these are
going to be huge issues this year impacting Christians
and ultimately churches. The National Association
of Evangelicals (NAE) and the Council for Christian
Colleges & Universities (CCCU) have already endorsed
this misguided effort. But they will both face the
same problems as the Boy Scouts did when they
compromised their biblical principles to get along.
May yours be a great new year. Thank you for praying
it through with us!
Sincerely,
Rev. Pierre Bynum
Chaplain & National Prayer Director
Email: pbynum@frc.org

UPDATE ON FOUNDERS BIBLES!

I am working on meeting at UC BERKLELY
PRAY FOR REVIVAL OF SOULS TO BREAK OUT ON
CAMPASSES……AND LABORERS TO WORK WITH ME.

Finally, please add these things to your prayer list:
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SUBSCRIBE TO FAYE’S FACTS!
6 month subscription for $89
Call: 855-887-7321 to Sign Up
Or mail a check with this form to:
Payable to Insight USA
(PO Box: 917689, Longwood, FL 32791)
Name: 				

Address: 			
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